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ABSTRACT 
 

Owing to gigantic development in multimedia and the technology, it is extremely significant 
to go by the user’s point of interest than the access of whole video. Shot-Boundary Detection (SBD) 
in video is vital for video examination, partitioning and also for retrieval. The exposure outcome 
of Shot-Boundary is not merely relative by means of two adjacent shot cuts frames, but also their 
various adjoining frames. Shot boundary detection (SBD) depends upon the process of identifying 
image dissimilarities because of the transitions. It is highly useful in various scenarios such as 
indexing inside video database, video confining and so on. In the recent years, a number of SBD 
approaches were presented in this domain. Numerous approaches have been developed intended 
to recognize shot boundaries in video and dividing shot and also shot transition types.  In this 
research performs a performance analysis of three existing SBD approaches like pixel 
comparison, block based comparison and histogram comparison. The working principle of these 
three methodologies is explained and a comparison is also made flanked on its experimental 
results. At the end of the experimental analysis, it is reported that histogram comparison method 
is found to be effective over other methods. At last, the experiments light up that the proposed 
method is to be an efficient SBD technique and that can be used for detecting keyframes. 
Experiments for video shot and scene boundary detection show its efficiency in increasing 
detection accuracy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Shot boundary detection (SBD) or shot detection is additionally termed as cut detection is 

an area of the investigation of video dispensation. Its topic is the mechanical identification of 
changes among shots within computerized video with the possibility of transient segment of 
videos. SBD is basic utilized for programmed video indexing not withstanding browsing. It can be 
pertinent for the benefit of various applications akin to indexing in video database, video 
compression etcetera. The principal substance of each video is a casing. The structure of a video 
is appeared in Fig. 1. The edge successions are indexed through edge number. Ensuing to 
breakdown of videos, the attained frames has indistinguishable sizes. By and large in each one 
moment 25-30 frames are taken. A video shot is be an arrangement of interconnected progressive 
frames captured by a specific camera with no intervention. In like manner, shots are shared to 
make a video. Scenes are comprised of distinct or various shots which depict a story element in a 
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video. SBD is flanked on the acknowledgment of visual disparity because of the advances. The 
dissimilarity between two frames normally found through shot change. This variety shows up in 
assorted shape that is sorted into two kinds: unexpected (as hard cut) and furthermore progressive 
(dissolve, fade in, fadeout, wipe). A sudden shot variation has the capacity to be seen in distinct 
casing. Fade alludes to the tedious adjust of shine in video which regularly brings about a strong 
dark casing. In the event that the essential shot's pixel are supplanted by methods for pixels of next 
shot in a successive example (for eg. in an example from left edge of the video frames to one side), 
at that point wipe happens. A dissolve alludes to the procedure of essential shot's pictures getting 
diminished and next shot's pictures getting light up, which comes about into frames within the 
change illustrating one picture is getting superimposed on alternate pictures. 

The video files are usually searched by the employ of text or content. Upon retrieving 
videos through text, the videos be elucidated by means of words in addition to textual keyword is 
in work to search videos. But, it intakes more time in addition to it increases among the increase 
in size of database with higher amount of data. So, effective retrieval process is needed which 
should have the capability to produce better results than the conventional text based methods. The 
process of indexing, penetrating and retrieving videos as of huge database such as YouTube, 
Netflix and hot star and so on will be highly effective when we partition the whole video file into 
segments (shots). A shot represented as an uninterrupted series of frames captured by camera [1]. 
For the separation of a video to shots, first it needed to spot the shot limitations present within a 
video. SBD is essential to index videos and browsing automatically. It is highly useful in various 
scenarios such as indexing into video database, video compression and so on. The fundamental 
block of every video file is a frame and its organization is represented in Fig. 1.1. The frame series 
are be indexed through frame number. Once the video is broken, attained frames will be of equal 
sizes. In general, 25 to 30 frames will be present in each second. A video shot is a series of 
interconnected successive frames taken by a distinct camera with no intervention and the shots are 
integrated to generate a video. An individual view is comprised of a distinct or many shots which 
represents a yarn unit inside a video.  

1.1 Video Definition 
Text, audio, as well as image comprise the contents of the video data stream. Videos 

comprise richer facts on comparing with images, also their association is not finely well-defined 
[24]. This scenario points out the necessitate for video content study [25,26]. A video be a signal 
comprised of a series of frames by means of a exact frame rate (Frate calculated into frames per 
second or fps) accompany through an audio track. A video is reconstructed as a 3D signal in which  
horizontal axis be the frame width (Nx) and vertical axis be the frame height (Ny) denoting the 
visual content. The third axis denotes the difference in frame content alongside with time (T for 
total time or Nf for number of frames = Tin seconds _ Frate) [4,27]. 
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Figure:1.1. Hierarchical semantic structure of video 

Thus, a point inside a video is recognized by its own 2D locations (x and the y pixel 
positions) and time or frame index at which it appears. A video can be defined as where fn be a 
video frame at index n. A video frame denotes the visual insight of an object and locationon a 
particular time, that is, n/Frate. Each pixel (P) inside a video frame might be denoted as a frame 
index function (n), location (x and y), and the intensity (r) such that P( fn, x, y, r) be the pixel. 

 
Figure: 1.2: Transition types of Video 

SBD is one among the real study zones in video signal processing. SBD depends on the process 
of identifying visual dissimilarities because of the transitions. To section the video into shots, it is 
required to map the shot boundaries inside a video. Figure 1.2 shows the transition types of video. 
The transition of shot inside a video is be of two kinds: abrupt and gradual transitions. The abrupt 
transition is also called as hard cuts and cuts occur inside a distinct frame when ending and 
restarting camera. Gradual transitions be also identified as edit effects or cinematic effects, 
frequently employed effects are fades, dissolve, wipes. The changeover of shots inside can be 
classified into two kinds namely abrupt in addition to gradual transitions. Abrupt transition is 
called hard cuts and cuts which may present inside an individual frame while the camera terminates 
or restarts. Gradual transitions are be termed as edit effects otherwise cinematic effects, commonly 
employed effects be fades, dissolve, wipes. 

Sudden transition  

           It denotes to a sudden transform in progressive visual facts, in which two successive shots 
be committed exclusive of any VEP video editing process (VEP). 
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Continuous transition 

It might be a counterfeit impact which may contain one to many frames flanked by two 
back to back shots. ST is generally seen on TV programs, films, and furthermore in ads. The frames 
on the progress time frame contain realities from the two progressive shots which are conferred in 
this procedure; these two shots hold interconnected and furthermore insufficient visual information 
which are not used as a part of video indexing and furthermore in recovery [11]. ST covers various 
sorts of changes, together with dissolve, fade in, fade out, and furthermore wipe. In disband, the 
pixel intensity esteems dynamically retreat (diminish) from one shot Sk, and the pixel intensity 
continuously comes in see (shows up) from the following shot Sk+1 (overlapping among shots 
that are somewhat unmistakable) [4, 6]. In this manner, segments of two shots are uncovered in 
the meantime by rising and falling the pixel intensities of the frames for shots Sk+1 and 
furthermore Sk, correspondingly. 
To overcome its shortcomings, pixel-level comparison is embedded into the techniques of object 
tracking and image segmentation in our method. The advantages of our shot boundary detection 
method are: 
1. It is fully unsupervised, without any user interventions. 
2. The algorithm for comparing two frames is simple and fast. 
3. The object-level segmentation results can be further used for video indexing and content 
analysis. 
LITERATURE SURVEY 

A video stream involves a stream of the pictures combined by methods for a discretionary 
sound stream. The video stream has the capacity to have self-assertive length. The human eye is 
be too lack to see the man's still pictures and understands the grouping of pictures as whole 
development. Normally outline rates of videos be around 24 or 30 pictures for each second that is 
adequate to deliver the fantasy of whole development.  

 
A number of automatic methods to collection shots into semantically connected scenes do 

subsist. For example the system denoted in [21] uses low-level visual characteristics and sequential 
distances of shots to cluster the shots in addition to guess these semantic boundaries. Auditory 
characteristics can be employed as well. When the user move upwards in the structural hierarchy 
of typical movies, the subsequent more abstract level on movie terminology is  be the succession 
level. A series is a set of successive scenes, which are semantically interconnected and are linked 
by a nonstop relation in whichever time or location. The assemblage of scenes into series requires 
human interference since at  hand the series boundaries seem to be logical too abstract to be found 
employing only low-level characteristics [18]. Multiple sequences are on the other hand form an 
act, that is the building block of an whole movie.  

 
In news broadcast the terms can be described in a faintly dissimilar manner. The scenes 

figure stories, and stories form the whole news programme [9]. A story comprise all the scenes 
connected to a distinct news topic. Typical news story start by way of a scene filmed in the news 
studio on which the news anchor present the topic and some background information. Then some 
video footage linked to the story is shown, with probably another reporter coverage from the event 
location. From time to time the anchor and the news studio be shown again single or various times 
in the middle of a story, particularly if there are live reports or live interviews in the story. 
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Nagasaka and Tanaka[16] thought about a couple of direct statistics in perspective of 
diminish level and color histograms. It is noted that better performance is attained by breaking the 
photos into 16 locales, by a 2x2 test on color histograms of those areas, and disposing of the eight 
greatest contrasts to lessen the impacts of protest development and racket.  

Swanberg, Shu, and Jain[22] used dull level histogram contrasts in areas, weighted by how 
likely the region was to change in the video grouping. This worked commendably in light of the 
fact that their test video CNN Highlight News! Had an especially standard incomplete structure. 
They did some fundamental shot classification by contrasting shots and the known sorts ~e.g., 
grapple singular shot! in a database. They were also prepared to accumulate shots into more lifted 
sum protests, for example, scenes and parts by coordinating the shot sorts with the known common 
structure. 

 
Every shot, scene and the story, and possibly even sequence and also act, may be exposed 

coarsely with the key frame, or a little number of key frames, intended for visualization and also 
summarization uses. Content-based video retrieval systems may also use keyframes and 
conventional image retrieval techniques to act upon the searches [25]. A keyframe be the frame 
which manages to capture the majority visual content of the matching video segment. Based on 
the complexity of video segment, there may be one or multiple key frames denoting it. The key 
frames are typically extracted from the shot level, and appropriate shot key frames are be able to 
be chosen to correspond to the higher-level works in the video hierarchy. 

 
The easiest key frame extractors in a minute capture the first, middlemost and/or last frame 

of the video section, but more refined methods can employ for example motion facts to decide the 
key frames. In [26] motion activity is calculated all the way through a shot, and key frames are 
chosen from the local minima of motion in the shot. This is to argue to be quite effectual method 
in key frame spotting as stillness prominence the image, and most directors employ this to denote 
the most significant events. Actors also emphasis their most important gestures by momentary 
pauses, and thus this technique also manages to capture the most dramatically important gestures 
in key frames. A key frame for a shot could also be selected by selecting the frame that is closest 
to the average of all the frames in the shot. 

 
3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Histogram 

An image histogram  is be a graph of pixel intensity (on the x-axis) against number of 
pixels (on the y-axis). The x-axis has all available gray levels, and the y-axis indicates the 
number of pixels that have a particular gray-level value.2 Multiple gray levels can be combined 
into groups in order to reduce the number of individual values on the x-axis. 

3.1.1 Inter-frame difference histogram 

Hypothetical investigation and the viable tests bring up that between outline contrasts at 
cut shot limits are the greatest; the between outline distinction at moderate shot boundary are in 
the center; and the between outline contrasts inside shots are the minimum.  

These three sorts of between outline contrast consider in succession on the divergence 
interim, and there is clear separation between each two-neighboring kind of between outline 
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distinction. The between outline contrast histogram be invigorated by this and be based on the 
recurrence of each between outline distinction. It utilizes the sharing of this histogram to make the 
exact threshold for identify shot limits. It's even axis speak to estimation of the between outline 
contrast, and its vertical axis speak to the recurrence of between outline distinction. There be 4 key 
purposes of a, b, c and d in the interim of [0, a] speak to the between outline divergence esteem 
for outlines inside similar shots; the interim of [b, c] express the between outline disparity esteem 
for outlines at relentless shot limits; the interim of [d, 101] indicates the between outline contrast 
estimation of casings on cut shot limits.  

In the divergent interim of zero recurrence, [a, b] and [c, d] are the best ever, and they are 
unequivocally the interims that divide the three sorts of between outline contrasts. This is 
dependable with the former examination which there is obvious remoteness between every two 
neighboring sorts of between outline contrasts. Therefore the strategy to choose the SBD threshold 
is which at first building an inter-frame separation histogram, at that point judgment out two 
longest distinction interim of zero recurrence as [a, b] and [c, d](b<c), and in conclusion the 
threshold for identifying continuous transitions is Tgradual=b and the threshold for distinguishing 
cut transitions is Tcut=d. 

3.2General Approaches in SBD: 

SBD has different approaches are: 
 Pixel Comparison 
 Block-based approach 
 Histogram Comparison 

3.2.1Pixel Comparison: 

A pixel is for the most part thought of as the littlest single segment of an advanced picture. 
Be that as it may, the definition is exceptionally setting sensitive. For instance, there can be 
"printed pixels" in a page, or pixels conveyed by electronic flags, or spoke to by computerized 
esteems, or pixels on a show device or pixels in an advanced camera (photograph sensor 
components). This rundown isn't thorough and, contingent upon setting, equivalent words 
incorporate pel, test, byte, bit, speck, and spot. Pixels can be utilized as a unit of measure, for 
example, 2400 pixels per inch, 640 pixels per line, or divided 10 pixels separated.  

The more pixels used to speak to a picture, the closer the outcome can look like the first. 
The quantity of pixels in a picture is in some cases called the determination, however determination 
has a more particular definition. Pixel considers can be communicated a solitary number, as in a 
"three-megapixel" computerized camera, which has an ostensible three million pixels, or as a 
couple of numbers, as in a "640 by 480 show", which has 640 pixels from side to side and 480 
through and through (as in a VGA show), and subsequently has an aggregate number of 640×480 
= 307,200 pixels or 0.3 megapixels.  

Combine insightful pixel correlation between two consecutive casings assesses the 
distinction in power estimation of the relating pixel. 

                          �(�, � + 1) =
∑ ∑ |��(�,�)�����(�,�)|�

���
�
���

��
                                                          (1) 

Where f and f+l are two contiguous frames of size X xY, If is the intensity estimation of 
pixel at coordinate (x, y) of edge f. Pixel insightful correlation is constrained to protest and camera 
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movement. Because of a little change in camera or question movement can bring about expansive 
pixel contrast [4]. 

3.2.2. Block based comparison: 

Each edge is divided into n blocks and each square is contrasted and comparing square of 
next edge. A progress is proclaimed if the quantity of changed blocks between two consecutive 
casings is more prominent than a given threshold. Each edge is divided into blocks mean of each 
square is taken which brings about factual picture (diminished picture). [5][6]  

Mean Square Blunder of comparing pixels is figured for adjoining measurable casings to 
locate the correct wipe change district. They utilized Hough change to decide the thickness of the 
strips in measurable picture (single line or two lines). Estimation of normal angle and number of 
lines decides the wiping design [5]. In [7] procedure in view of pixel astute contrast between 
consecutive edge is figured for wipe progress detection and a few systems in light of horizontal, 
vertical and box-molded wiping design is considered. The X and Y direction estimation of 
boundary line (horizontal, vertical, diagonal, clock) between two adjoining outline is computed in 
[S]. Sugano M. et al [9] utilized systems to find sudden, disintegrate and wipes in packed space. 
An edge is considered as sudden shot boundary if total of forward forecast macro blocks and intra 
macro blocks is more prominent than a predefined threshold Tl and number of in reverse macro 
blocks are littler than Tz where Tl>Tz .(P and I outlines). In the event of B outlines, number of 
forward macro blocks is under T3 , and total of in reverse expectation and intra macro blocks is 
more noteworthy than T4where T4>T3. C. 

3.3.3. Histogram comparison: 

 For digital images, a color histogram represents the number of pixels that have fixed colors 
in color range.  A colorhistogram can be build for color space likeRGB, HSV, CMYK, YCbCr 
[10] etc. [4] 

Global histogram comparison: 

Histogram of two progressive casings is figured and thought about. On the off chance that 
the histogram contrast is more prominent than some predefined threshold then a progress happens. 
                                                                       �(�, � + 1) = ∑ ���(�) − ����(�)��

���                                       (2) 

Where Hf(i) is the histogram esteem for dim level of casing f and n is the aggregate number 
of dim levels.  

Local histogram comparison: 

Each edge is divided into n blocks and histogram of each square is contrasted and histogram 
of comparing square of next casing. 

                                                �(�, � + 1) = ∑ ∑ ����(�, �) − ����(�, �)���
���

�
���                   (3) 

Where Hf(i, k) is the histogram esteem for dark level I for square k of casing f and x is the 
aggregate number of blocks. Xue L. et al [11] proposed an algorithm that enhances performance 
by taking out smooth interims from video. Highlights, for example, pixel shrewd distinction, HSV 
shading histogram and edge histogram are of the new video arrangement are extricated and given 
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as info vectors to support vector machine. The yields of SVM are grouped into three classifications 
as sudden, progressive and so forth. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

4.1 SBD experiment 
For the validation of different SBD techniques, a set of test videos from TRECVID 2003 

is employed. The details of the test videos such as number of frames, total number of transitions, 
number of cuts and gradual transitions are tabulated in Table 4.1. All these video sequences are 
transformed into the uncompressed AVI set-up with a resolution of 320×240 pixels. 

Table 4.1 Description of test video files 
 

Videos Frames 
Transitions 

Sources 
Total Cut Grad. 

ES001 12307 103 38 65 
NASA 25th anniversary show, 
Segment 09 

ES002 11364 65 38 27 
NASA 25th anniversary show, 
Segment 09 

The measures recall and precision can be expressed as follows 
 

������ =
��.�� ������ ��������� ����������

��.�� ������ ��������� �������������.�� ������ ��� ������ ����������
                                   (4) 

 

��������� =
��.�� ������ ��������� ����������

��.�� ������ ��������� �������������.�� ������ ��� ����� ����������
                                 (5) 

 
Additionally, F1 measure is also employed to analyze the performance of the SBD approaches. F1 measure 
is harmonic mean value that takes care of recall and precision in a similar way. F1 measure can be computed 
as follows 
 

�1 − ������� = 2 ∗
������∗���������

����������������
                                                                                                 (6) 

 

4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the results obtained by the three SBD approaches on the same set of test video files on the 

basis of recall, precision and F1 measure are analyzed in detail. The comparative results of the cut detection 

of the SBD approaches are tabulated in Table 4.2 and the precision values are illustrated in Fig. 4.2. From 

the table values, it is clear that the precision, recall and F1 measure values of the pixel difference method 

are lower which implies poor SBD performance. At the same time, block based method showed better 

results over pixel comparison method on all the applied test videos. However, it shows inefficiency to 

outperform histogram based scheme. The histogram based scheme obtained better results and it implies that 

the histogram based scheme is the better selection to detection shot boundaries in any videos.  
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Table 4.2Comparative results of cut detection of the SBD approaches 

videos 
  Precision    Recall   F1 measure 

Pixel  Block histogram Pixel  Block histogram Pixel  Block Histogram 

ES001 0.689 0.743 0.853 0.630 0.766 0.916 0.743 0.810 0.912 

ES002 0.789 0.820 0.942 0.794 0.802 0.974 0.812 0.855 0.956 

 
 

Figure: 4.2. Comparative results of cut detection in terms of precision 

Similarly, the comparative results of the gradual transition detection of the SBD approaches 
are given in Table 4.3 and the comparison of precision values are depicted in Fig. 4.3. From the 
table values, it is apparent that the pixel difference method showed worst performance interms of 
precision, recall and F1 measure when compared to block based and histogram based methods. By 
contrast, block based method attains higher values than pixel comparison method and it fails to 
show better performance than the histogram based means. On all the applied test videos, the 
experimental values indicated that histogram based method is the effective techniques for efficient 
SBD on any videos. 

Table 4.3Comparative results of gradual detection of the SBD approaches 

videos 
  Precision    Recall   F1 measure 

Pixel  Block histogram Pixel  Block histogram Pixel  Block Histogram 

ES001 0.812 0828 0.941 0.743 0.773 0.879 0.761 0.828 0.907 

ES002 0.832 0.852 0.956 0.801 0.814 0.980 0.851 0.884 0.970 
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                    Figure: 4.3. Comparative results of gradual transition detection in terms of precision 

5. CONCLUSION  

This research proposes a technique among various video Shot-Boundary Detection 
methods to enhance the performance over the traditional methods. To segment a video into many 
shots, it is first needed to find the shot boundaries present in a video. SBD is essential to index 
videos and to make the browsing automatically. This proposed method performs a performance 
analysis of three existing SBD approaches like pixel comparison, block based comparison and 
histogram comparison. The working principle of these three methodologies is explained and a 
comparison has also been made based on its experimental results. For the validation of different 
SBD techniques, a set of test videos from TRECVID 2003 is employed. The three SBD approaches 
are compared to one another in terms of different precision, recall and F-measure. From the 
experimental results, it is evident that the histogram based process obtained superior results and it 
implies that the histogram based method is the superior choice to detection shot boundaries in any 
videos. As per the findings the histogram based shot boundary detection method is the efficient 
method to detect the key frames. 

In future work of this approach is to provide efficient video shot boundary detection 
method based on histogram processing by the inclusion of optimization algorithms.  
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